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INTRODUCTION 
Mineral dust containing iron企omthe Asian continent is仕組sportedeastward over the 
North Pacific, especially spring (Uematsu et al., 1983). The air-borne iron is considered to be 
the only one source of input in the central part of the northern North Pacific. In fact, it was 
found that a near doubling of biomass production was observed in the mixed layer in the 
North Pacific over a 2-week period after the passage of a cloud of Gobi desert dust (Bishop et 
al., 2002). It is, therefore, necessary to estimate the con仕ibutionof atmospheric仕組sportof 
iron to the biomass production in the Sea of Okhotsk and the northern North Pacific. 
Ice-core obtained企omthe North Pacific region is a suitable proxy to estimate total 
depositions of mineral dust over the North Pacific. We identified several peaks of iron 
associated with Asian dust event in the ice-core obtained合omMount Logan, Canada. We 
estimate the annual average of total deposition of iron was 1 Omg/m2・yr(Matoba and Shiraiwa, 
2006). On the Asian side of the North Pacific, Shiraiwa and co-workers obtained an ice core 
企omMount Ushkovsky in 1998 (Shiraiwa et al., 1999), but they could not extract meaningful 
information on chemical substances from that ice core, because U shkovsky volcano is near 
several active volcanoes and thus includes a huge amount of chemical substances emitted 
企omthose volcanoes. Therefore, we mounted an expedition to obtain an ice core企omthe 
caldera glacier on Mount lchinsky, which is located far企omany active volcanoes (Matoba et 
al, 2007). 
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Fig 1. Location of Mount lchinsky 
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